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What mod does dantdm use to talk to villagers

Custom Mod Adventure is a series of videos that regularly stick out on TheDiamondMinecart. The video begins with an invention made by Dr. Treyawr to test Dan. If someone rings a bell at his door, he goes to his entrance to the lab and it could be Craig Mailman or anyone that is
connected in the video. They then give information to him, sometimes saying it is either Treiavre or his dog Grim. They then go to their mission/trip. After the mission/trip, Dan and Treivre go to their Treasure Room to see them displaying things related to the adventure. Dan also died in one
of his adventures and came back to life. Content show Adventure Edit Hospital Mission Edit Dan and Dr.Trayaurus experiment TNTs, Treiavre told Dan that TNT will not explode, When Dan almost set the lever, Craig pressed the doorbell, Dan heard the doorbell, He goes to the front door of
the lab. Then Craig holds a pig's head. Dan says it's weird. Dan opened his chest and found a note from the hospital, and then Dan was going to read the book when he got back to the lab. Dan mentioned the word doctor in the note, thinking Treiavr had actually been sent to the hospital.
Dan and Treivre rushed to the hospital when they arrived at the hospital, there were no people at the front desk. Then Dan's going to talk to the administrator. The receptionist says they should go to the theater. Dan didn't know what was going on until Treyvre said the receptionist was
beautiful. Then they go to the theater and find the theater, the Minching department and the sewing department. Dan hopes they won't use these departments. Dan found the theater and found Ralph's surgeon. He's talking to surgeon Ralph, and they're going to start helping their first
patient. Dan has found their surgeon outfit and he starts wearing an outfit, Trayaurus has his own surgeon hat and mask and they start treating some patients. Their first patient was an old man named Greg, then the quest says they have to take a bullet inside it. Dan used the Scalpel to
take a bullet. They accidentally killed him with a scalpel. Although the search is complete. Dan thinks Surgeon Ralph didn't notice him. Their second patient is a villager named Diehl. Dan used a gravitational weapon to take Deal to minchin's department. Like Greg, he died in the Minchings
Department. Dan lied to the surgeon Ralph that Deal was already coming back to his house. The third patient is actually half turned into a zombie. They have to kill the third patient in the lava and restore it again in the sewing ward, they did well on the third patient. They put the sewn villager
(third patient) in the waiting room. The fourth patient is actually in a box and, like a stitched villager, he will be created in the sewing department, and unlike the stitched villager, he had brains, skins, spider eyes, emeralds, bone needles and some strings. Dan accidentally created a zombie
head instead of a villager's head, and he formed Villager, surgeon Ralph said they can keep the equipment, then after their work, they return to the lab. When Dan came back and expected Page 2 of the book that came from the hospital, Dan read it and they didn't have doctors in the
hospital. Dan continued the experiment on TNT, Dan put the lever on and TNT exploded. Trayaurus goes to prison Edit One Night, Dr.Trayaurus try to create Chemical X, But that's not a bad thing. The second night, He created it again and came perfect. The police officers from the
maximum security prison then take Treivre with them to arrest him. Then the next day, Dan and Grim take a walk before going to the lab. Then there was something strange in the lab, the front door of the lab was open, then the door to the lab was broken, the police line in the test chamber,
the book lying next to the Trevre work area, and Chemical X in Trevre's chest. Dan read a book that Treyavre left in the work area. Dan then notices the police line as he walks into the test room and discovers the mutant skeleton. Then Dan goes to his chest and found Chemical X. Dan
thought the plan was so Trayaurus escape from prison. Dan goes to a maximum security prison, where Travra is arrested in a boat. Then Dan found a chest of armor and weapons. He used some Assassin's armor and crowbar. Dan goes to the front, but he is surrounded by guard dogs.
Dan then tries to destroy the side of the prison with tnt Minecart. Dan found the guard dogs trying to kill him. He's capable of killing them before he kills them. He also found a prison officer with a baseball bat to hit him. He's capable of killing a prison officer. He found another prison officer
and killed him before he was killed. 2 Guards Dogs try to kill Dan. Although Dan is capable of killing dogs. He found three prison officers, and they were killed. Dan found the cells, and he freed them all, though Treiavre wasn't on the first level. On the second level, Dan can find Treyav and
they go home. Dan fight prison officers and guard dogs so they can return to the lab while in boats. Trayaurus like his outfit and kept his outfit through all day. Dan also likes his outfit, although Trayaurus had to wear his original doctor outfit. Ninja Academy Edit It all started when Dan
experimented and created a stone golem, he typed the keyboard of the laptop and turned on the lever, and something happened. It was great that the experiment turned out to be perfect, Dan named Treiavr, to go to the test chamber the reason of the experiment was perfect. Then Dan
heard the doorbell and told Treiur not to go to the test room because someone pressed the doorbell. Then he found Craig holding a banjo. Dan asked him and Craig slammed and started playing banjoe. Then Dan thinks he can't ask him again. He said he had to start a band, then Dan
opened his chest and he found some Ninja Academy tickets that he bought online. He asked if that sounds great Trayaurus Ninja Academy, then again played banjo. Then he said he shouldn't ask him again. Then Dan goes back to the lab. Dan thinks he got these random things in Lost and
Found a room in the post office. Then Dan asked if Trayaurus was going to the test chamber. Dan said they'd go to Ninja Academy. Treiavre was thrilled to go to the Ninja Academy. Dan and Treiavre go to Ninja Academy. Dan likes the academy's decorations, except for the forest



background. Dan gave Ninja Academy tickets to head the ninja and talked to him. The head of Ninja that he was their instructor, he also told them to choose an outfit on his for his first mission. Dan asked Treivre what he was wearing, and Treiavre said he didn't fit anything, and it's good to
have something. Dan chose one with cool straps and red bits. Treivre had a ninja bandage, and he wears it. Dan liked his outfit and he'll wear it on the training ground. Their first mission was to find the Lower Star in the obstacle course, and Dan did not find it until he returned and found the
star behind the wall. They returned to Head Ninja and he was told to go upstairs for the second mission. Dan goes upstairs and finds the students running around the room waiting for him to kill them. He also wants to try ninja stars as well. He also found Head Ninja, he said they had to kill
students using ninja stars. Dan finished front one first. He killed a few of them ninja stars as well. The student in the back got the head of a ninja and a katana. The other three are safe, but Dan killed them with Katana, which he got from a ninja. Then Dan had to kill another ninja, who is a
White Ninja. He had to kill him and get a white katana, Dan was able to kill the White Ninja and got a white katana. Dan goes down to complete the last mission. The last mission he had to climb with the ascent of Spikes and jump into the water and get the treasure in the water. Dan thinks
Treiavre wasn't the best ninja in the world. When Treyavr teleports, Dan thinks he's a ninja. Dan asked to forgive him for saying he wasn't a ninja. Dan had to find the longest. Dan dives and enjoyed it, Dan did it again and he had fun. Dan liked it, and Heas was going to do another diving,
and he dropped The Spikes Climb to make a proper dive. Instead of doing a proper dive, he got hit while diving and falling instead. Dan found a katana in his chest, and they got their reward, their reward was their own katana, one for Traver and one for Dan. The head of Ninja also said that
they can keep their outfits. Dan thanks Head Ninja for katanas and outfits. Dan's not feeling well in his head and thinks they should go back to the lab. Dan enjoyed and told Grim about the Academy. Dan forgot to bring back katanas and spikes, but they kept it. Dan was wandering around
why Craig's been in the lab all day. Dan was also thought to collect outfits and For some other adventure, Dan was also thinking about the treasure room room Lab. Dan had to rest after he felt tired of his legs. Dan also ends the video to thank us for watching the video, he also seems to be
Trayaurus seeing the Golem Stone. Dr. Trayaurus' Coffee Shop Edith Dan experimented with TNT Blower. He's never seen Treivre. He went into the lab's main room and saw the note. Dr. Treiavre made a cafe downtown. DanTDM use Terrence as a pig vehicle. DanTDM went to Piggy
Parking Lot on dr. Trayaurus' Coffee Shop. Dan saw Treiav at the cash register of the cafe, Treivre asked Dan to get the money. He needed 15 copper coins, 10 silver coins and 5 diamond coins. DanTDM made strange drinks for other people. DanTDM has finished the call that Dr.
Trayaurus needed. Dan and Treivre go home and finish the TNT Blower experiment. Ghost Hunting Mission Edit Pirate Treasures Edit Theme Park for yourself Edit Dan on his phone trim call and tells Trayaurus that a friend now owns a theme park and offers to have a theme park for
themselves and they go outside to get on the bus They then make it to the theme park and meet the happy clown. Diamond Minecart Importers Edit Gravity Gun Bowling Edit Police Station Mission Edit Scene on musuem someone stealing precious emerald was stolen at the beginning. Dan
and Dr. Treiavre were outside the lab and saw the police in front of the lab door. They thought they were arresting Treivre again, but they weren't. They forgive Dr. Trevre by doing something bad. They quickly went to the police station. They went to the chief. The chief told them it was an old
emerald block stolen by a robber on the night of the museum. They went to the museum quickly again. The police made a mistake, they didn't let me in. They talked to the detective about what happened. They went to theifwdwdsgfetagsyuIjownfbhwydfsijec 4 cool security room to see what
happened on the night of the museum. They found the glove and showed it to the detective. It was a clue where the robber stole an old emerald last night at the museum. They entered the robber's house and saw the plan. The robber used the loosened glass as the last robbery. The robber
stole a gold brick, which is better than an old emerald block. They went into the weakened glass and killed the robber down and handcuffed them. The robber was in prison. The chief told Only Treyar that he could keep the outfit. Skateboarding Competition Edit Secret Treasure Room Tour
Edit Dan basically tours his new room, Treasure Room in this video. Fire Mission Edit TDM Superheroes Edit School Show and Tell Edit Space Mission Edit It began when Dan complained about the strange exercises that Trayaurus does him do. Dan asked if he could go downstairs.
Treiavre said he was ready to fly into space, and he said they're not going to the moon, but Mars. Dan and Treiavre are preparing to go to Mars. They produced a level 3, 3 rocket, oxygen and space equipment. Dan went inside the rocket and exploded in space. A few seconds ago, they
landed on Mars. He has to move Trayaurus around with the lead because he can't walk through space. They were traveling around when they saw the place. Then it was full of space of villagers. They talked to the leader of the space villagers, but Trayaurus has a job because they speak a
different language. The leader's words mean that the mysterious egg is gone, and they must find it. They got the armor and weapons they provided for Dan and drove the all-terrain vehicle to the place. Dan used the fight to lead inside and fought against the load of space mobs. They got an
egg and headed back to space city quickly. They reported to the leader and laid a mysterious egg. They completed the mission, and the duo headed back to Earth. Spider queen Attack Edit Adventure Time Rescue Mission Edit Trayaurus leaves forever?! Edit Dan and Grim all set for an
experiment that was the best of all. Treyaure sneaked inside the test chamber, so he finds it. He was in the treasure room, and said he should leave the lab forever. Because of this, he forgot all their memories together and made another replacement for Trayaurus. They made Robo-
Treivre, and used it for their daily work. His first job was to unearth part of the treasure room, but things weren't going well. Dan realized that he had laser beams and made a hole out of the sea. The next job is to have a pig bound in the same experiment, but the robot thinks he's
overbearing, so he wanted to destroy Dan, then he sat Dan on fire. The real Dr. Treiavre went back to the lab and turned off the robot. He explained to Dan why he was leaving the lab, it was just a joke because it was April Fool's Day! Dan then removed the parts of the robot and put the
robot in the treasury. Cookie Truth Edit Diamond Dimension Robbery Edit Dan finished the area in a treasure room that was dedicated to their previous adventure, Biscuits of Truth. Treiavre said he had a surprise for him he was in the test cell. When Dan left the room and headed inside, it
was an inactive portal made of diamonds. Treiavre told him that he needed to create a Diamond Ignition, which was made of 2 sticks, flint and steel, Ender pearls and a block of diamonds. He turned on the portal, and they went through it. They visited the amazing Diamond Dimension where
they saw a load of diamonds, diamond keepers and diamond horses, unfortunately though there was TNT everywhere. They saw the bank and talked to the employee. The officer said there was a robbery in which he stole the Diamond Reactor, which was used to power the measurement.
Dan quickly retrieved the materials to be used to set up the trap as soon as the robber returned and went inside the tunnel that leads to and in the diamond vault. He saw that the reactor in the middle was gone, so he set the trap and left the vault. Teh Teh day, they went back to the vault
where they captured the robber. The robber said he had the trick to steal the reactor and some of the diamonds too. Dan quickly has a diamond pickaxe, and dug up and right on the way. The line is over and he ran into three robbers (which he most likely has a gang). He defeated them and
got a reactor in his chest. He then escaped and returned to the vault and placed it where he belonged. He also plans to blow up underground neighborhoods of robbers, so he gets Redstone's torch to destroy it. The quarters of the robbers covers its end by putting a torch near TNT, and
quickly runs before detonating the quarters on its own. It shows us an area that was dedicated to the adventure map. Wizard School Edit Trayaurus' Mom Moves to Edit Ultimate Candy Recipe Edit Camping Bear Attack Edit Dan, Dr. Trayaurus, and Grim go on a hike, but end up meeting a
bear. DanTDM Wither Boss Crash Edit Mysterious Pig Edit Wild Wild West Edit Holiday Disaster Edit Elmer Undergr Edit Trayaurus Becomes King? Edit Evil Skull Island Edit Great Skull Dragon Edit Nanny Traiaur Edit Gorilla Escape at the zoo Edit DanTDM gets sick Edit Dan doesn't feel
good and isn't going to be able to do the experiment today, so Trayaurus thoght idea that involves cracking it, but Dan refuses and Dr. Trayausrus just have to fix it himself. When Treiavre returned from his little hunt for potion ingredients to make Dan feel better, Treiavre made the potion
and gave it to Dan. Unfortunately, the potion made Dan a giant zombie mutant. Will Trayaurus fix this mess? Treiavre visits Jurassic World!! Edit Trayaurus visits Jurassic World and frees the dinosaur. Book mischief edit treasure number problem to edit 5 secrets about Dr. Trayaurus!! Edit
the pizzeria inspector to edit 5 secrets about DanTDm!! Edit Dr. Treiavre sees a video of 5 secrets about Dr. Treiavre and he gets very angry. So he gets revenge and makes a video of 5 secrets about DanTDM. The Edit Great London Robbery Edit, filmed at MINECON 2015, is centered
around DanTDM, finding the crown of the queen. Mail Delivery with Craig edit Egyptian Treasure Pyramid Edit five nights on Trayaurus' Edit Mansion puppet master Edit tiny shops toy Edit Grim Goes missing Edit Grim runs away from Dr Trayaurus's New Clothes Lab!! Edited by Forbbiden
Arcade Machine (August 8, 2015) Edit Evil Furby!! (August 20, 2015) Edit trayaurus orders Furby, who turned out to be the evil Furby hero brine and turns Dan into Furby. Grim's Dog Show (August 22, 2015) Edith Grim and Dan go to the dog show. though the dogs were pigs nicknamed the
dog. The second was water, which Grim did not like. Then, Craig waited outside the lab door, and he had an invitation to the DOG show in NETHER!!! So Grim enters the dog show in NETHER!!! The challenge is to jump over fire, which no dog had done before. Surprisingly, Grim completes
the task and receives the trophy of himself. Pug Ranch (September 24, 2015) Edit Grantdm Golden Apple (November 5, 2015) Grantdm's Golden Apple Was Stolen Apple King Edit All Fashions Not Listed
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